Introducing the FutureFinder™
System to the World

“Own your Future”
Is time your worst enemy or
your best friend?
Learn to harness the power of
the future, to connect to your
destiny and to manage your
life better!
Want to become more
systematic and proactive as a
person to help you direct the
rest of your life?
Now a system has been
invented which can help you do
that.

FutureFinder™ is based on the idea of progression
and uses thirty future factors which influence
the direction of the future. The purpose of the
system is to monitor and manage the progress of
individuals and organisations towards a positive, or
optimal, future. It tests how these future factors,
arranged on a scale of importance according to the
role they play in driving and determining the future,
stack up in their total potential impact. The results
of this self-assessment are mapped map out on
a ResultGraph to show you, or your organisation,
where you are in relation to an optimal future. Then
the system provides an opportunity to record new
goals to accelerate your progress. The objective
behind the scoring procedure is to confront and
evaluate the current historical trajectory honestly
with a view to making changes where it matters
most in order to prevent future deterioration. The
thirty factors of FutureFinder™ provide a strong
foundation for the future.
While a FutureFinder™ license or subscription
remains valid, the survey may be completed as
many times as you like to check on your personal
progression into the future and to monitor the
attainment of your goals!
Individuals and organisations determine their future
within the world they live in with all its multiple
influences. What FutureFinder™ can do is highlight
whether or not you’re on track for a positive or
negative future. The results of a FutureFinder™
scoring will identify areas where an individual is
progressing and others where he/she is falling short
in building a strong and good future. FutureFinder™
will enable individuals and organisations to plan their
progress towards greater order and purpose.

Price of an annual subscription to
FutureFinder™
Individuals- $50 USD
Organisations - $350 USD
Simply go to www.futurology.co.za and click on the
FutureFinder System tab to register!
PayPal accepted for international payments.
FutureFinder creator Michael Lee is author of
Codebreaking our Future and Knowing our Future.
Please contact Michael at michael@futurology.co.za

www.futurology.co.za
Founded in 2012, the institute is a non-profit, international think tank dedicated to the advancement
of foreknowledge, foresight and prescience - the
capacity to know about the future of the world before it gets here. Contrary to received wisdom that
the future is non-factual and unknowable, IF has
developed a model for producing social foreknowledge based on an understanding of time, probability theory, the laws of nature and of history.

www.ww-apps.com
Worldwide Applications develops
innovative software solutions
for dynamic systems.

